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ABSTRACT

Uncertainties in aircraft inertial navigation system and radar-pointing angles can have a large impact

on the accuracy of airborne dual-Doppler analyses. The Testud et al. (THL) method has been routinely

applied to data collected by airborne tail Doppler radars over flat and nonmoving terrain. The navigation

correction method proposed in Georgis et al. (GRH) extended the THL method over complex terrain

and moving ocean surfaces by using a variational formulation but its capability over ocean has yet to be

tested. Recognizing the limitations of the THL method, Bosart et al. (BLW) proposed to derive ground

speed, tilt, and drift errors by statistically comparing aircraft in situ wind with dual-Doppler wind at the

flight level. When combined with the THL method, the BLW method can retrieve all navigation errors

accurately; however, it can be applied only to flat surfaces, and it is rather difficult to automate. This

paper presents a generalized navigation correction method (GNCM) based on the GRHmethod that will

serve as a single algorithm for airborne tail Doppler radar navigation correction for all possible surface

conditions. The GNCM includes all possible corrections in the cost function and implements a new

closure assumption by taking advantage of an accurate aircraft ground speed derived from GPS tech-

nology. The GNCM is tested extensively using synthetic airborne Doppler radar data with known

navigation errors and published datasets from previous field campaigns. Both tests show the GNCM is

able to correct the navigation errors associated with airborne tail Doppler radar data with adequate

accuracy.

1. Introduction

Airborne Doppler radars have played a key role in

recent years for studying various weather phenomena,

including supercells, frontal systems, drylines, squall

lines, mesoscale convective systems, and hurricanes

(e.g., Marks et al. 1992; Jorgensen et al. 1997; Wakimoto

et al. 1998; Chong and Bousquet 1999; Wakimoto and

Cai 2002; Cai et al. 2006; Reasor et al. 2009; Wakimoto

and Murphey 2009; Cai and Lee 2013; Guy and

Jorgensen 2014; Tang et al. 2014). The processing of

airborne Doppler radar data poses an extra challenge

compared with that of ground-based radars owing to

the fact that radars are mounted on a moving plat-

form (i.e., an aircraft). Hence, precisely removing the

platform motion components from the measured

Doppler velocities and mapping radar data onto

an Earth-relative coordinate system are imperative

steps to produce an accurate dual-Doppler wind

synthesis (Lee et al. 1994, 2003; Testud et al. 1995,

hereafter THL).

In addition to proper navigation correction, air-

borne tail Doppler radar data also require careful data

quality control (QC) to remove all the spurious non-

weather echoes before any meaningful dual-Doppler

analysis can be carried out. Both navigation correc-

tion and airborne radar data QC processes used to

be complex, tedious, and time-consuming tasks that

could be performed only after each field campaign

by a handful of radar experts (e.g., Jorgensen et al.

1997; Wakimoto et al. 2004). Recently, the automated

QC package of airborne Doppler radar data was

presented by Bell et al. (2013). This paper presents a
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generalized and automated navigation correction al-

gorithm. The combination of the automated data QC

and navigation correction procedures 1) offers the pos-

sibility to implement a real-time dual-Doppler synthesis

algorithm on board a research aircraft, a desirable ca-

pability that is essential to mission execution and crew

safety during airborne campaigns in the future; and

2) significantly reduces the time and efforts needed to

deduce research-quality dual-Doppler winds in re-

search mode.

For the National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search (NCAR) Electra Doppler Radar (ELDORA;

Hildebrand et al. 1996) and the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) P3 tail Dopp-

ler radars (TDR; Guy and Jorgensen 2014), there

are a total of nine parameters involved in calculating

the platform motion components and the coordinate

transformation to map airborne radar data onto an

Earth-relative coordinate system. Among the nine

parameters, four of them are related to aircraft angles

(i.e., heading, drift, pitch, and roll), two of them are

related to aircraft speed (i.e., aircraft ground speed

and vertical velocity), two of them are related to radar

mounting and pointing (i.e., tilt and rotation), and one

of them is related to radar hardware (i.e., range delay).

The errors associated with these nine parameters re-

sult from the uncertainty in the aircraft inertial navi-

gation system (INS), mounting and calibration errors

in the radar system, the physical separation between

the INS and radar antenna, flexibility (distortion) of

the airframe, and other unknown random error sour-

ces (Lee et al. 1994; Bosart et al. 2002, hereafter

BLW). Assuming Earth’s surface is flat and stationary,

THL developed a systematic method to derive all the

navigation errors in two variational equations except

the tilt error, which was assumed to be known or

negligible. The THL method became a routine pro-

cedure for processing NCAR ELDORA and NOAA

TDR data.

Recognizing the THL method can be applied only

to a flat and stationary surface, Georgis et al. (2000,

hereafter GRH) combined the two variational equa-

tions in the THL method into a single variational

equation to compute airborne Doppler radar naviga-

tion corrections by employing a digital terrain map

(DTM). The GRH method improved upon the THL

method by removing the assumption of a flat Earth

surface, therefore allowing the method to be applied

over any terrain. Just like the original THL method,

the GRH method also assumed the tilt errors were

negligible. Moreover, the rotation/roll correction was

assumed the same for both fore and aft radars, which

is usually not true based on data from previous field

projects (THL; BLW). The GRH method also

included a cost function based on the difference be-

tween flight-level in situ wind and single-Doppler

velocity near aircraft at the flight level, but its capa-

bility for deriving navigation corrections over a moving

surface (i.e., ocean) has yet to be fully tested. The

GRH method reduces to the THL method when the

surface is flat and when the in situ wind con-

straint and horizontal aircraft position errors are not

considered.

To retrieve navigation corrections over a moving

surface, BLW developed a method to derive naviga-

tion corrections by satisfying three criteria: First, the

in situ winds are statistically consistent with the dual-

Doppler winds near the aircraft at the flight level;

second, the flight-level dual-Doppler winds across

the flight track are continuous (i.e., the wind speed and

direction are statistically consistent across the flight

track); and third, the residual surface Doppler velocity

in the fore radar should have approximately the same

magnitude but opposite sign as the aft radar on the

opposite side of the plane. The BLW method has

been successfully applied to ELDORAdata in a number

of field campaigns over ocean (e.g., Wakimoto and

Bosart 2001; Bell and Montgomery 2010). However,

the method can be used only when there is enough

radar echo near the aircraft for dual-Doppler syn-

thesis and when the aircraft is over a flat surface. The

process requires manually running the following

algorithms/steps multiple times until the three criteria

discussed above were met: 1) perform dual-Doppler

synthesis near the aircraft, 2) compute the statistics of

the differences between dual-Doppler winds and

in situ winds, and 3) estimate and apply the corrections

of tilt/ground speed based on the statistics obtained

from step 2. The whole process is labor intensive and is

difficult to automate for real-time applications in its

current form.

The goal of this paper is to present a generalized

navigation correction method (GNCM) based on

the GRH framework and 1) include tilt corrections

for fore and aft radars as independent parameters,

2) differentiate rotation/roll corrections for fore and

aft radars as independent parameters, and 3) work

over any surface conditions (i.e., flat terrain, com-

plex terrain, and ocean). The GNCM assumes the

much more accurate aircraft ground speed derived

from the GPS information as known to close the

previously underdetermined systems in THL, GRH,

and BLW. The GNCM has been tested thoroughly

using synthetic ELDORA data with known naviga-

tion errors and real ELDORA data from previous

field campaigns. It can replace the THL, GRH, and
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BLW algorithms, and serve as a single unified al-

gorithm for airborne tail Doppler radar navigation

correction.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2

provides a brief review of the GRH method and

GNCM formulation. Sections 3 and 4 present test

results of the GNCM using synthetic airborne Dopp-

ler radar data and previous field campaign data from

NCAR ELDORA, respectively. A discussion on how

to best utilize GNCM and a summary are given in

section 5.

2. The GNCM

a. Definition of angles

Before the detailed formulation of GNCM is pre-

sented in the next section, a general description of the

angle definitions used in airborne tail Doppler radar

navigation correction is given herein for the conve-

nience of the reader of this paper, although similar

descriptions have been presented elsewhere (e.g., THL;

Guy and Jorgensen 2014).

Figure 1, which is adopted from THL, illustrates

the angular definition in both spherical trigonometry

(Fig. 1a) and aircraft coordinate system (Fig. 1b). The

notions in Fig. 1 can be divided into several groups as

follows:

1) General description
d O is the position of the radar antenna and the

center of a reference sphere (dashed circle in

Fig. 1a).
d Z is the zenith of the reference sphere.
d All circles in Fig. 1a are great circles.

2) Aircraft coordinates
d C (G) is the intersection of the nose (tail) of the

fuselage and the reference sphere. CG is along

the aircraft fuselage, which is also the antenna

spin axis.
d OB (the aircraft heading) is the projection of OC

to the horizontal plane (the dotted black circle).

FIG. 1. Angular definitions in (a) spherical trigo-

nometry and (b) the aircraft coordinate system for

airborne tail Doppler radar. Plus signs (1) in

(b) indicate positive angles. Adopted from THL.
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d A is the intersection of the aircraft track velocity

and the reference sphere (i.e., OA is the track).
d K is the vertical with respect to the aircraft fuselage

(CO ┴ KO). The red great circle passes through C,

K, and G.
d Angle D (arc AB) is the drift, which is defined as

the angle from the vertical plane, including the

antenna spin axis (heading) to the horizontal

component of the aircraft velocity (track). The

drift is positive if the track is more clockwise than

the heading.
d Angle P (arc BC) is the pitch of the antenna spin

axis (positive up).

3) Absolute beam coordinates
d E is the intersection of the radar beam and the

reference sphere. The blue circle passes throughC,

E, andG, while the black circle is in a vertical plane

passing through E. Point F is one of the intersec-

tions of the black circle and the horizontal plane

(the dotted black circle).
d Arc EF is the elevation angle of the beam with

respect to the horizontal plane.
d C (arc EA) is the angle between the beam and

the horizontal component of aircraft velocity

(track OA).

4) Beam coordinates relative to the aircraft
d Angle T is the tilt from the plane perpendicular to

the spin axis to the beam. Tilt is positive (negative)

when antenna is pointing fore (aft).
d Angle f is the spin (the sum of the radar rotation

angle given by the encoder and the roll of the

aircraft). Both spin and rotation angles are

measured clockwise when looking forward. A

zero rotation angle corresponds to the antenna

pointed downward with respect to the aircraft,

while a zero spin angle corresponds to a beam

pointed toward nadir.
d Azimuth angle AZ (arc BF) is the azimuth of the

beam relative to heading (positive clockwise).

Similarly, Fig. 1b illustrates heading, drift, and azi-

muth angles in Fig. 1b(1); pitch and tilt in Fig. 1b(2);

and spin and roll in Fig. 1b(3) in the aircraft co-

ordinate system.

b. Formulation of the GNCM

The goal of this paper is to develop a single algo-

rithm that can be used over any surface (i.e., flat,

complex terrain, or ocean) and applied to any air-

borne tail Doppler radar. The GNCM provides the

possibility of replacing the THL, GRH, and BLW

methods to serve as the one single algorithm that

could handle all surface conditions. It expands on the

GRH method and includes additional variables for a

better representation of the possible biases. The GRH

method was formulated as the minimization of a cost

function resulting from the normalized sum of three

contributions—J1, J2, and J3—with respect to nine

unknown corrections in aircraft and radar attitude

angles (roll/rotation DR, heading/drift DH, pitch DP),
horizontal aircraft speed DV, aircraft location (east-

ward Dx, northward Dy, upward Dz), and radar range

delay (Ddf and Dda for the fore and aft radars, re-

spectively). Since aircraft roll and rotation corrections

are defined on the same axis, the two corrections are

inseparable and have been combined into a single

rotation correction. The same argument can also be

applied to heading and drift corrections; as a result,

heading and drift corrections have been combined

into a single heading correction. However, the GRH

method unnecessarily assumed the tilt angle correc-

tions (DTf and DTa) were zero and the rotation angle

corrections (DRa and DRf) were the same for both fore

and aft tilts, which is not always true (BLW). There-

fore, the GNCM adds the tilt angle corrections and the

individual rotation angle corrections for the fore and

aft tilts, respectively.

Similar to the GRH method [see their Eq. (1)],

J1 is a cost function quantifying the difference be-

tween radar-derived surface altitude zRAD(n) and

DTM-derived altitude at the same horizontal loca-

tion hDTM[xRAD(n), yRAD(n)], after adding the var-

iations of zRAD and hDTM because of navigation

errors:

FIG. 2. An example of synthetic ELDORA data. (a) Radar

reflectivity; and (b) ground-relative single-Doppler velocity. The

aircraft was at 3 km AGL. The surface is flat.
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where NSURF is the number of gates affected by surface

in a ray (referred to as surface gates or surface echoes);

mSURF(n) is a weight proportional to the surface re-

flectivity and its gradient; and the values of partial de-

rivatives of xRAD, yRAD, and zRAD with respect to

aircraft roll/rotation, pitch, drift/heading, tilt, and radar

range delay for each surface gate n are obtained from

simple geometry as shown in the appendix of GRH. For

the method of how the surface gates and their associated

weights were determined, the reader is referred to GRH

for further details.

Cost function J2 deals with the Doppler velocity of

the surface echoes VSURF, which is assumed to be zero

if there were no navigation errors (i.e., nonmoving sur-

face). The J2 term characterizes variations of surface

echo velocity caused by navigation errors:
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where the values of the partial derivatives ofVSURF with

respect to aircraft roll/rotation, pitch, drift/heading, tilt,

and ground speed for each surface gate n are derived

from geometry in the same manner as in J1.
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Cost function J3 deals with the NNEAR differences

between the single-Doppler velocity VNEAR from

the radar and the projection of the in situ wind

VIN SITU along the radar beam, after adding the vari-

ations caused by aircraft altitude angle and speed

errors:
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where mNEAR(n) is a weight inversely proportional to

the distance between the considered gate and the aircraft.

The GRH method restricted the domain for VNEAR and

VIN SITUwithin a wedge of low elevation (,658) and close
horizontal distance (,3km). We will show in the next

section that the range recommendation fromGRH can be

modified to yield better results, and the formulation of cost

function J3 does not require the radar measurement to be

taken near the aircraft and at low elevations.

A solution for the navigation corrections is obtained

through the minimization of the normalized sum of J1,

J2, and J3:
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where symbol ‘‘jj’’ denotes absolute values. Terms d1, d2,

and d3 are either one or zero so that corresponding cost

functions J1, J2, and J3 can be either included or omitted

in calculating J. Term J is minimized with respect to

errors in roll/rotation, tilt, pitch, heading/drift, aircraft

horizontal position, aircraft altitude, radar range delays,

and aircraft ground speed, as

›J

›(Dx,Dy,Dz,DP,DH,Dd
f
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f
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f
,Dd

a
,DT

a
,DR

a
,DV)
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A system of 12 linear equations can be obtained from such

derivatives, which can be readily solved through the in-

version of a 123 12matrix. Notice Eqs. (1)–(4) are similar

to Eqs. (1)–(4) inGRHexcept that tilt corrections for both

fore and aft radars are added, and fore and aft rotation

corrections are separated. By including tilt corrections for

both antennas and an individual rotation angle of fore and

aft tilts, a 93 9 system inGRH turns into a 123 12 system

with 12 unknowns in this paper. For your convenience, a

parameter list for GNCM can be found in appendix A.

As GRH pointed out, the formulation is equivalent to

that used by THL when the surface is flat and when the
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in situ data constraint and horizontal aircraft position

errors are not considered. In other words, the gener-

alized navigation correction formulation expands the

THL method by adding complex terrain, aircraft hori-

zontal position correction, and the in situ data constraint

into three cost functions. The new generalized formu-

lation improves upon the GRH method by adding tilt

corrections and individual fore and aft rotation angle

corrections. The new formulation improves upon the

BLWmethod by removing the flat surface constraint and

avoiding the cumbersome iterative processes used in that

method. It is expected that GNCM could replace the

THL,GRH, andBLWmethods and can be applied to any

kind of surface conditions. Moreover, since the formula-

tion of the GNCM does not depend on a particular

platform, it should be applicable to ELDORA, NOAA

TDRs, and future scanning airborne Doppler radars.

3. Test of the GNCM using synthetic data

a. Closure assumptions of GNCM

According to THL, the rotation, pitch, range delay,

and aircraft altitude corrections can be determined ac-

curately solely based on a range constraint, while drift

D, tilt T, and ground speed VH corrections DD, DT, and
DV, respectively, are determined from a set of two

equations based on a surface velocity constraint over a

flat and motionless surface:

A52V
H
cosD cosTDT1 sinT(V

H
sinDDD2 cosDDV)

and (5)

B
1
52V

H
sinD sinTDT1cosT(V

H
cosDDD2 sinDDV),

(6)

where A and B1 are coefficients from the Fourier analysis

obtained by the THLmethod using the antenna spin angle

as an independent variable [see their Eqs. (10)–(12)].

Since there are three unknowns with two equations, the

solution is underdetermined. To solve the above equa-

tions, closure assumptions have to be made. There are

three options: 1) assume tilt error is known or negligible,

then solve for heading and ground speed corrections; or

2) assume drift/heading error is known or negligible,

then solve for tilt and ground speed corrections; or

3) assume ground speed error is known or negligible,

then solve for tilt and heading/drift corrections.

For option 1, letDT5 0 inEqs. (5) and (6), thenwe have

A5 sinT(V
H
sinDDD2 cosDDV) (7)

B
1
5 cosT(V

H
cosDDD2 sinDDV) . (8)

Transform the above equations into a matrix form of

MX5N ,

where

M5

"
V

H
sinT sinD 2sinT cosD

V
H
cosT cosD 2cosT sinD

#
,

X5

"
DD

DV

#
, and N5

"
A

B
1

#
.

This linear system has a unique solution for X if and

only if the determinant of M denoted as Det(M) 5
VH sinT cosT(12 2 sin2D) is not zero. For ELDORA

or NOAA TDR, VH 5 ;120m s21, T 5 ; 6188, then
VH sinT cosT 6¼ 0: Since 12 2 sin2D5 0 whenD56458,
we can conclude that except under the rare condition of

drift56458, option 1 will produce a unique solution for

heading/drift and ground speed corrections based on

Eqs. (7) and (8). This option was the approach used by

THL and GRH. However, BLW showed that in general

the tilt error is nonnegligible, but a similar direct solu-

tion can be derived if the tilt error is assumed to be

known or can be estimated by another method.

Similarly, for option 2, let DD 5 0, then Eqs. (5) and

(6) become

A52V
H
cosD cosTDT2 sinT cosDDV and (9)

B
1
52V

H
sinD sinTDT2 cosT sinDDV . (10)

Then

M5

"
2V

H
cosD cosT 2sinT cosD

2V
H
sinD sinT 2cosT sinD

#
,

X5

"
DT

DV

#
, and N5

"
A

B
1

#
,

and Det(M) 5 VH sinD cosD(12 2 sin2T). Since VH 5
;120m s21, T 5 ; 6188, then 12 2 sin2T 6¼ 0, and

Det(M) 5 0 when D 5 08 or 908. This means mathemat-

ically Eqs. (9) and (10) can be used to solve tilt and ground

speed corrections if the drift angle is not zero.However, in

practice, option 2 is not recommended for the fol-

lowing reasons: 1) According to THL, the statistical

uncertainty of drift is the largest among all the angles.

As a matter of fact, it is ;20 times larger than the sta-

tistical uncertainty of any other angles (;18 vs ;0.058),
which makes assuming no errors in drift/heading un-

realistic. 2) As we will discuss in section 3, to obtain

reliable results for navigation correction, straight and

smooth calibration legs are recommended to mitigate

turbulence effects. It is quite possible that this kind of

flight pattern will also be associated with a near-zero
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drift, which causes the solution of Eqs. (9) and (10) to be

unstable because Det(M) approaches zero. This means

that even if there are no drift/heading errors in the data,

the algorithm still cannot determine tilt and ground

speed corrections unambiguously when drift is suffi-

ciently small. Therefore, option 2 is not a good as-

sumption for solving the underdetermined linear system

described by Eqs. (5) and (6).

Last, for option 3, letDV5 0 in Eqs. (5) and (6), which

yields

A52V
H
cosD cosTDT1V

H
sinT sinDDD and

(11)

B
1
52V

H
sinD sinTDT1V

H
cosT cosDDD . (12)

Again, solve the above equations using the matrix

form where

M5

"
2V

H
cosD cosT V

H
sinT sinD

2V
H
sinD sinT V

H
cosT cosD

#
,

X5

"
DT

DD

#
, and N5

"
A

B
1

#

and Det(M) 5 V2
H(sin

2D2 cos2T). This linear system

has a unique solution for X if sinD 6¼ 6cosT. When T5
;6188, this indicates that Eqs. (11) and (12) can be used
to accurately retrieve heading/drift and tilt corrections

when drift D 6¼ 6728. Considering it is highly unlikely

that the drift can be as large as 6728 even if cross-track

winds are as strong as category 4/5 hurricanewinds, we can

safely assume that option 3will yield satisfactory retrievals

of tilt and heading/drift corrections almost all the time.

Though this option was not considered in the previous

studies, neglecting the ground speed error proves to be an

excellent option as described below. This option will be

chosen as the closure assumption for GNCM based on

various tests conducted in the next section.

b. Test of GNCM under stationary surface condition

TheGNCM is written in FORTRAN and C languages

and can be run by a single script. The users control the

input parameters to the algorithm by a single text file.

The ease of use of this algorithm is obvious compared

with other methods, such as BLW, which requires users

to manually rerun dual-Doppler synthesis several times

until a satisfactory comparison between dual-Doppler

winds and in situ winds is achieved. The code of the

GNCM is part of the Lidar Radar Open Software En-

vironment (LROSE) and can be obtained online (at

https://nsf-lrose.github.io).

To fully test the effectiveness of the GNCM and various

closure assumptions discussed above, a set of synthetic

ELDORA data with known navigation errors was cre-

ated. An example of the synthetic radar reflectivity and

Doppler velocity is shown in Fig. 2. The surface is flat

and theDoppler velocity field is prescribed as a Beltrami

function (Shapiro et al. 2009). The flight track is a north–

south track of ;35 km. The aircraft in situ winds are

created by sampling the prescribed wind field along the

flight track. Further details on the synthetic dataset are

provided in appendix B.

For the purpose of testing the GNCM, we created

three synthetic radar datasets according to the three

options listed in the previous section, using typical

navigation errors derived from previous field experi-

ments, and ran the GNCM for each of them. Since the

synthetic radar data have a flat, nonmoving surface,

the DTM is simply a constant surface height. Note that

the contribution from the in situ cost function J3 in the

case of a nonmoving surface is redundant, since cost

function J2 already provides the necessary velocity

constraint. Therefore, the GNCM is run by using J1 and

J2 cost functions only (the algorithm is flexible enough to

let the users choose which terms of the cost function are

included in the retrieval process). Tests using all three

cost functions under a stationary surface condition

yielded almost the same results as using cost function J1
and J2 (not shown). This is consistent with what GRH

found in their paper. According to GRH, the surface

height and velocity error reduction resultant from in-

cluding J3 is rather small, which suggests the impact of

J3 is limited when both J1 and J2 are utilized.

The true navigation errors and the retrieved correc-

tions are shown in the upper part of Table 1, with the

reduction of surface height and velocity errors for each

option before and after navigation correction shown in

the lower part of Table 1. It should be pointed out that

since the retrieved navigation corrections are added

back to the airborne Doppler data, a perfect retrieved

result will have the same absolute values but opposite

sign of the specified navigation errors in the synthetic

data. In other words, when the sum of the true error and

retrieved correction in Table 1 approaches zero, a fairly

good retrieval is obtained. Clearly the GNCM was able

to successfully retrieve the navigation corrections in the

case of options 1 and 3, with accuracy within the limits

provided byGRH (i.e.,;0.28,;20m, and;0.5m s21 for

angles, altitude/range delay, and ground speed, re-

spectively). Option 2 (neglecting drift error) yielded no

results as expected, since drift was set to zero in the

synthetic data, which would make Eqs. (9) and (10) have

no solution. Consequently, option 2 is not considered

further. The effect of navigation correction is best

demonstrated in Table 1 by the significant reduction in

the mean and standard deviation (STD) of the difference
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between surface heights derived from radar and DTM

(DZSURF), as well as by the mean and STD of surface

velocity (VSURF) literally approaching zero. This set of

tests confirms the effectiveness of Eqs. (5) and (6) when

closure option 1 or 3 was applied.

We have shown, both theoretically and numerically,

that heading/drift, tilt, and ground speed errors cannot

be determined unambiguously unless one of those errors

is negligible or known. In real data, all three errors could

be present at the same time, thus requiring further as-

sumptions. Both THL and GRH used the same ap-

proximation by assuming the tilt error is zero based on

the radar manufacturer’s specification, which indicated

the tilt errors should be small.1 However, experiences

from previous experiments and results from the en-

hanced THL (ETHL) method (BLW) suggested that tilt

errors were larger than themanufacturer’s specifications

and are not negligible in general. The ETHL method

makes use of asymmetries in the residual surface ve-

locities to try to separate the tilt, drift, and ground speed

error. However, since the problem is underdetermined,

there can be multiple solutions that reduce the residual

velocity to zero. Moreover, the ETHL algorithm

requires a flat and stationary surface. Since there is

no easy way to determine what the real tilt error is in

a radar, the assumption of zero tilt error is difficult to

justify. Instead of assuming zero tilt error as in previous

navigation correction algorithms, an alternative ap-

proach we propose in this paper is to assume the ground

speed error is zero. This method is novel and has several

advantages. First, the ground speed error has already

become smaller and will continue to decrease with the

advancement of GPS technology. According to a U.S.

government website providing information regarding

current and future GPS technology (www.gps.gov), the

GPS position error was;3m before 2010. Since all past

ELDORA field projects were conducted before 2010,

this means the accuracy of GPS-corrected ground speed

for ELDORA was determined by the GPS position er-

ror of ;3m. The position error has been reduced to

;1.5m since the launch of GPSBlock IIF satellites since

2010, and it will continue to decrease to ;0.63m after

the launch of GPS III satellites starting 2016 (see www.

gps.gov). Thus, it is reasonable to anticipate the aircraft

ground speed error derived from GPS measurement,

which is directly related to GPS position error, will also

continue to decrease by a factor of 2–4 from the current

value of ;0.2m s21. Second, experiences from previous

field projects suggest that ground speed errors rarely

exceed 1ms21 (e.g., BLW). Finally, unlike tilt errors,

the ground speed error has a secondary effect on dual-

Doppler winds (see BLW, their Fig. 6). Therefore, the

assumption of zero ground speed error will have less

impact on dual-Doppler synthesis than assuming zero

tilt error.

For the purpose of comparing how the GNCM per-

forms under zero tilt error and zero ground speed error

assumptions, we created a set of synthetic ELDORA

data with a ground speed error of 1m s21; a tilt error of

TABLE 1. True errors and retrieved navigation corrections for the case of no tilt errors or no ground speed errors using synthetic

ELDORA data under the condition of a stationary surface. Also shown in the lower part of the table are the mean and STD of DZSURF

and VSURF before and after the navigation correction was applied for the two cases.

No tilt error No ground speed error

True error/retrieved correction

Tilt aft (8) —/— 0.3/20.299

Tilt fore (8) —/— 20.3/0.300

Rotation/roll aft (8) 1.0/20.999 1.0/20.999

Rotation/roll fore (8) 2.0/21.999 2.0/21.999

Pitch (8) 1.5/21.500 1.5/21.500

Heading/drift (8) 0.5/20.500 0.5/20.500

Range delay aft (m) 150/2150.0 150/2150.0

Range delay fore (m) 200/2202.0 200/2202.0

Dx (m) —/— —/—

Dy (m) —/— —/—

Dz (km) 0.3/20.299 0.3/20.299

Ground speed (m s21) 1.0/21.0 —/—

Before / after correction

Mean (STD) of DZSURF (km) 0.430 (0.183) / 0.001 (0.029) 0.426 (0.183) / 0.001 (0.029)

Mean (STD) of VSURF (m s21) 1.942 (1.087) / 20.001 (0.001) 1.926 (1.198) / 0.000 (0.000)

1 THL assumed that only the tilt error was negligible for the

French antennas used in ELDORA and one of the NOAA P3s.

They did present a formula to estimate the tilt error for the me-

chanically scanning P3 antenna but that formula is not generally

applicable.
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0.38 and20.38 for aft and fore radars, respectively; and a

heading error of 0.58. This set of synthetic radar data

should mimic the real airborne Doppler radar data with

typical navigation errors in aircraft angles, altitude, and

ground speed (THL; BLW). We ran the GNCM using

the zero tilt error and zero ground speed error as-

sumptions, with the difference from the previous tests

being that the synthetic data now contain all three errors

(i.e., heading/drift, tilt, and ground speed), while in the

previous section, the synthetic data contain only two

errors (i.e., either heading/drift and ground speed or

heading/drift and tilt). The results of the retrieved nav-

igation corrections compared with the true errors are

shown in the upper part of Table 2, and the reduction

of surface height and velocity errors before and after

navigation correction is shown in the lower part of

Table 2. Notice in Table 2 that in the case of assuming

no tilt errors, the retrieved ground speed error was off

by;2.22m s21 (1.001 1.22ms21), which is much larger

than the accuracy of ground speed retrievals for the al-

gorithm (i.e., 0.5m s21 based on GRH). On the other

hand, in the case of assuming no ground speed errors,

the retrieved tilt errors of approximately 20.1328
(20.38 1 0.1688) and 0.1418 (0.38 2 0.1598) are within the
;0.28 accuracy of the method. This suggests that a

1m s21 ground speed error, which is typical based on

past field project data, will produce a tilt error that is

small enough that it may not be resolved by the GNCM.

Also note that the mean and STD of surface echo ve-

locity were reduced to near zero by the GNCM (see

Table 2) in both cases, which confirms that there are

multiple solutions to satisfy the cost function equally

wellmathematically.However, physically, ignoring ground

speed error seems to be a better choice based on results

from Table 2.

For the purpose of testing what magnitude of ground

speed errors are acceptable to neglect using the GNCM,

three more sets of synthetic ELDORA data with the

same aircraft and INS errors as in Table 2 but different

ground speed errors of 0.2, 0.5, and 1.5m s21 were cre-

ated. The GNCM algorithm was applied to the dataset

assuming no ground speed errors. The true errors and

retrieved navigation corrections are shown in the upper

part of Table 3, and the reduction of surface height and

velocity errors before and after navigation correction is

shown in the lower part of Table 3. Table 3 clearly

suggests that a smaller ground speed error yields a more

accurate tilt correction retrieval. The retrieved tilt cor-

rection errors decreased by an order of magnitude from

;0.2008 to;0.0288when ground speed errors decreased

from 1.5 to 0.2m s21. This test offers hope to very ac-

curately retrieve tilt errors when even more accurate

aircraft ground speed is obtained in the future by im-

proved GPS technology. Also note in Table 3 that the

mean and STD of surface echo velocity were all very

close to zero after correction factors were applied, which

again confirms that the GNCM will create a set of so-

lutions that mathematically satisfies the surface velocity

cost function regardless of its physical meaning.

Based on the results of the synthetic ELDORA data

test, we propose to assume zero ground speed error in-

stead of zero tilt error when retrieving airborneDoppler

radar navigation errors. This recommendation is dif-

ferent from previous practice using the THL, GRH,

and BLWmethods, but the preceding tests indicate it is

more accurate and that accuracy should improve as

TABLE 2. True errors and retrieved navigation corrections assuming no tilt errors or no ground speed errors for a case with tilt, heading,

and ground speed errors specified in the synthetic data under the condition of a stationary surface.Also shown in the lower part of the table

are the mean and STD of DZSURF and VSURF before and after the navigation correction was applied for both assumptions.

Assuming no tilt error Assuming no ground speed error

True error/retrieved correction

Tilt aft (8) 0.3/— 0.3/20.159

Tilt fore (8) 20.3/— 20.3/0.168

Rotation/roll aft (8) 1.0/20.999 1.0/20.999

Rotation/roll fore (8) 2.0/21.999 2.0/21.999

Pitch (8) 1.5/21.487 1.5/21.500

Heading/drift (8) 0.5/20.500 0.5/20.500

Range delay aft (m) 150/2150.0 150/2150.0

Range delay fore (m) 200/2203.0 200/2203.0

Dx (m) —/— —/—

Dy (m) —/— —/—

Dz (km) 0.3/20.295 0.3/20.298

Ground speed (m s21) 1.0/1.22 1.0/—

Before / after correction

Mean (STD) of DZSURF (km) 0.426 (0.183) / 20.000 (0.029) 0.426 (0.183) / 0.000/0.029

Mean (STD) of VSURF (m s21) 1.937 (1.098) / 20.002 (0.007) 1.937 (1.098) / 0.000 (0.000)
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aircraft ground speed measurements improve with GPS

technology.

c. Test of GNCM under a moving surface condition

One advantage of the GRH method over the THL

method is its capability of utilizing aircraft in situ winds

as a constraint to derive navigation corrections in air-

borne Doppler radar data. This capability is especially

important for airborne Doppler radar data collected

over a moving surface (i.e., ocean), where the THL

method probably would fail as a result of violation of the

still, flat surface assumption. Recognizing the limitations

of the THL method, BLW developed a method that

employed aircraft flight-level winds to deduce navi-

gation corrections. Although the effectiveness of the

BLW method has been demonstrated and used

in several ELDORA field campaigns over the ocean

[e.g., THORPEX Pacific Asian Regional Campaign

(T-PARC)/Tropical Cyclone Structure 2008 (TCS08);

Bell and Montgomery 2010], the algorithm itself is

rather complicated to run and difficult to automate.

Besides, the BLWmethod provides corrections only for

tilt, drift, and ground speed; the other correction factors

have to be obtained through the THL method. There-

fore, the BLW method can be applied only over flat

surfaces, just like the THL method.

We have shown in the previous section that a com-

bination of cost functions J1 and J2, which represents

the assumption of a nonmoving surface, is able to re-

trieve navigation errors reasonably well using synthetic

ELDORA data. Now in this section we test how a

combination of cost functions J1 and J3, which does not

require a nonmoving surface assumption, would per-

form by using the same set of synthetic data. This kind of

test was not done in the original paper by GRH, but we

believe it warrants further investigation before the

GNCM can be applied over a moving surface.

Three sets of ELDORA synthetic data that were used

in the previous section (i.e., data with no tilt errors, no

ground speed errors, and with both tilt and ground speed

errors) were used to test the in situ cost function. These

experiments are the same as in the previous section

except that in situ cost function J3 and surface height

cost function J1 are used in the retrieval instead of J2 and

J1. Tests to determine the best range and elevation angle

of theDoppler velocity near the aircraft to be used in the

computation of the in situ cost function indicate that the

derived corrections can be sensitive to range and ele-

vations limits and could be case dependent. GRH’s

original recommendation was to restrict to ,3 km in

range and ,658 in elevation, but it was found that a

closer range and includingmore elevation angles yielded

slightly better results for the synthetic data, while a

longer range and fewer elevation angles yielded better

results for other tests with real data (not shown). The

tests suggest that the calculation depends on the varia-

tion of the actual wind field near the aircraft and that it

can be sensitive to vertical and horizontal wind shear.

Since the first few range gates are usually bad in real data

as a result of saturation of the receiver, 1 km from the

aircraft is about as close as possible. Therefore, we fol-

low GRH’s recommendation of using Doppler velocity

data from low-elevation angles (,658) but limit the

range of single-Doppler data to;1 km instead of;3 km

TABLE 3. True errors and retrieved navigation corrections assuming no ground speed errors for three cases with the same navigation

errors except different ground speed specified in the synthetic data under the condition of a stationary surface. Also shown in the lower

part of the table are the mean and STD of DZSURF and VSURF before and after the navigation correction was applied for the three

assumptions.

Ground speed error 0.2m s21 Ground speed error 0.5m s21 Ground speed error 1.5m s21

True error/retrieved correction

Tilt aft (8) 0.3/20.271 0.3/20.229 0.3/20.090

Tilt fore (8) 20.3/0.273 20.3/0.233 20.3/0.102

Rotation/roll aft (8) 1.0/20.999 1.0/20.999 1.0/20.999

Rotation/roll fore (8) 2.0/21.999 2.0/21.999 2.0/21.999

Pitch (8) 1.5/21.487 1.5/21.500 1.5/21.500

Heading/drift (8) 0.5/20.500 0.5/20.500 0.5/20.500

Range delay aft (m) 150/2150.0 150/2150.0 150/2150.0

Range delay fore (m) 200/2202.0 200/2202.0 200/2203.0

Dx (m) —/— —/— —/—

Dy (m) —/— —/— —/—

Dz (km) 0.3/20.299 0.3/20.298 0.3/20.296

Ground speed (m s21) 0.2/— 0.5/— 1.5/—

Before / after correction

Mean (STD) of DZSURF (km) 0.426 (0.183) / 0.000 (0.029) 0.426 (0.183) / 0.001 (0.029) 0.426 (0.183) / 0.000 (0.029)

Mean (STD) of VSURF (m s21) 1.928 (1.174) / 20.000 (0.000) 1.932 (1.141) / 20.001 (0.000) 1.943 (1.071) / 20.001 (0.000)
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in the following tests. For real data cases, these limits can

be adjusted slightly depending on the horizontal and

vertical wind shear in the near environment by exam-

ining the Doppler velocity data near the aircraft.

The true errors and retrieved navigation corrections

for tests with J1 1 J3 are shown in the upper part of

Table 4, with the reduction of mean and STD of surface

height and Doppler velocity errors demonstrated in the

lower part of Table 4. Notice the reduction of velocity

error STD is much more prominent than its mean, be-

cause the mean error was very small from the beginning.

Table 4 illustrates that cost function combination J11 J3
was able to retrieve the navigation corrections with

reasonable accuracy well within the accuracy of the al-

gorithm itself, although the reduction of mean and STD

of difference between in situ winds andDoppler velocity

near the aircraft (i.e.,DIN_SITU in Table 4) wasmuch less

than the reduction of mean and STD of VSURF (see

Tables 1 and 2). For example, the mean (STD) ofVSURF

reduced from;1.9 (;1.1) m s21 to;0.0 (;0.0) m s21 in

Tables 1 and 2, where cost function combination J1 1 J2
was used, while the mean (STD) of the difference be-

tween in situ wind and Doppler wind near the aircraft

changed fromonly;0.1 (;2.4)ms21 to;0.0 (;0.5)ms21

in Table 4, where cost function combination J1 1 J3
was used. Notice that even if the STD of DIN_SITU is

reduced by a factor of ;5 after the navigation cor-

rections were applied, it is still nowhere close to the

near-zero STD in Tables 1 and 2. As for the retrieval

results of correction factors, when there is no tilt error

in the synthetic data (column named ‘‘No tilt error’’ in

Tables 1 and 4), all the retrieved correction factors

were very close to each other between cost function

combinations J1 1 J2 and J1 1 J3 . For the case of ‘‘No

ground speed error’’ in the synthetic data, cost function

combination J1 1 J2 (Table 1) slightly outperformed

J1 1 J3 (Table 4) in terms of tilt, while all other factors

were all very accurately obtained. Finally, when both tilt

and ground speed errors were included in the synthetic

data and the ground speed error was ignored, cost

function combination J1 1 J2 (Table 2) slightly under-

performed J1 1 J3 (Table 4) in terms of tilt, while all

other parameters were accurately retrieved. However,

although there are differences in retrievals between

using cost function combination J1 1 J2 versus J1 1 J3,

they are within the accuracy of the GRH method es-

tablished by GRH (i.e., 0.28 for angles). Thus, we can

conclude that using J1 1 J2 or J1 1 J3 yields comparable

retrieved results in terms of correction factors for syn-

thetic data. But for practical reasons we will discuss

later, using J11 J2 is always recommended for real cases

where the surface is stationary.

There are several limitations inherent in the in situ

cost function formulation that makes the reduction of

STD ofDIN_SITU close to zero almost impossible and the

minimization process more difficult: 1) the variation of

radar-measured winds along the radar beam near the

aircraft, 2) the single-Doppler velocity measured along

the radar beam near the aircraft versus the three-

dimensional in situ wind field at the aircraft, and 3) the

small initial averaged error of Doppler velocity com-

pared to in situ winds (mean error of ;0.1m s21 in

Table 4) before navigation correction. In fact, GRH

noted in their paper that the velocity error reduction by

cost function J3 was rather small because the magnitude

of the initial velocity error was small to begin with in

TABLE 4. True errors and retrieved navigation corrections using DTM and in situ cost functions for three sets of synthetic ELDORA

data under the condition of a stationary surface. Also shown in the lower part of the table are the mean and STD of DZSURF andDIN_SITU

before and after the navigation correction was applied for the three sets of synthetic data.

No tilt error No ground speed error With tilt and ground speed error

True error/retrieved correction

Tilt aft (8) —/— 0.3/20.205 0.3/20.358

Tilt fore (8) —/— 20.3/0.093 20.3/0.237

Rotation/roll aft (8) 1.0/21.035 1.0/21.035 1.0/21.035

Rotation/roll fore (8) 2.0/21.973 2.0/21.973 2.0/21.973

Pitch (8) 1.5/21.517 1.5/21.518 1.5/21.517

Heading/drift (8) 0.5/20.499 0.5/20.503 0.5/20.499

Range delay aft (m) 150/2151.0 150/2152.0 150/2152.0

Range delay fore (m) 200/2202.0 200/2201.0 200/2200.0

Dx (m) —/— —/— —/—

Dy (m) —/— —/— —/—

Dz (km) 0.3/20.300 0.3/20.297 0.3/20.300

Ground speed (m s21) 1.0/20.96 —/— 1.0/—

Before / after correction

Mean (STD) of DZSURF (km) 0.430 (0.183) / 0.000 (0.029) 0.426 (0.183) / 20.000 (0.029) 0.426 (0.183) / 0.000 (0.029)

Mean (STD) of DIN_SITU (m s21) 0.103 (2.345) / 0.110 (0.542) 0.109 (2.392) / 20.001 (0.542) 0.101 (2.359) / 0.000 (0.542)
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their case as well. In contrast to velocity differences with

in situ winds, the initial value of the averaged surface

velocity errors was much larger (a mean of;1.9m s21 in

Table 1) before the correction, which could make the

minimization process easier. On the other hand, trying

to minimize an error that is already small is numerically

challenging for the algorithm, as in the case when cost

function J3 is utilized.

Although the tests of cost function J3 using synthetic

ELDORA data proved to be successful, it should be

kept in mind that in a real-world case scenario, there

might be challenges to apply this method. First, there is

no error in both radar and in situ data from the synthetic

dataset, which makes it possible to attribute the rather

small in situ cost function values to navigation errors;

second, there are no nonmeteorological data, such as

second-trip echoes or sidelobes, in the synthetic radar

data, which is certainly not true in real data. Although

the latter error (i.e., nonweather echoes) is difficult to

simulate in the synthetic data, the former error is fairly

easy to add in the synthetic single-Doppler velocity. A

few tests with white noise added to the Doppler velocity

field were carried out. It was found that noise with zero

bias and 1ms21 standard deviation does not change the

retrieval results at all for both cost function combina-

tions (i.e., J11 J2 and J11 J3), while noise with a positive

bias of 0.5m s21 will increase the tilt correction errors

by ;0.2488 and ;0.2688 for cost functions J1 1 J2 and

J1 1 J3, respectively, for the synthetic dataset used in

Table 4, column 3. All other correction factors remain

more or less the same. Since the accuracy of this algo-

rithm is ;0.28 for angles, a velocity bias of 0.5m s21 is

probably as large as can be tolerated.

In summary, the errors in single-Doppler velocity

from radar, in situ wind measurement from airborne

sensors, and erroneous data as a result of second-trip

echoes, sidelobes, and low signal-to-noise ratios in real

airborne Doppler radar data certainly will require extra

caution when the GNCM is applied to real airborne

Doppler radar data, especially when the in situ cost

function is involved. The test of theGNCM in real-world

case scenarios will be presented in the following section.

4. Test of the GNCM using real ELDORA data

In the previous section we showed the generalized

navigation correction method performed satisfactorily

for the synthetic ELDORA data within the accuracy of

the algorithm as demonstrated in the original GRH

paper. In this section we chose three datasets from three

previous ELDORA field campaigns to test if the algo-

rithm works in real ELDORA cases. As indicated in

Table 5, out of a total of 10 field projects that ELDORA

was involved in the past two decades or so, 5 of them

(50%) were over water (4 over ocean plus 1 over lake), 3

of them (30%) were over flat land, 1 of them (10%) was

over complex terrain, and 1 of them (10%) was over a

land–ocean boundary. The three experiments selected

in this study represent different surface conditions that

an airborne Doppler radar could encounter. The first

case, which is from the Bow Echo and Mesoscale Con-

vective Vortex (MCV) Experiment (BAMEX; Davis

et al. 2004), represents a case of a flat and still surface;

the second case, which is from the Mesoscale Alpine

Programme (MAP; Bougeault et al. 2001), represents a

case of still and complex terrain; and finally, the third

case, which is selected from T-PARC/TCS08 (Bell and

Montgomery 2010), represents a case over flat ocean,

where the surface velocity might not be zero. For the

first two cases, a combination of surface height cost

function J1 and surface velocity cost function J2 were

applied; while in the third case, a combination of surface

height cost function J1 and in situ cost function J3 were

employed. All the legs used in the tests need to be at

least ;5min long, relatively straight and smooth (i.e.,

not very turbulent), and the aircraft has to be at a height

not very close to ground ($;3 km AGL for accurate

retrieval of the rotation angle; THL). There are two

possible reasons that turbulence might adversely affect

the performance of any navigation correction algorithm.

TABLE 5. A list of ELDORA field projects.

No. Year Acronym Surface Reference

1 1993 TOGA COARE Ocean Webster and Lukas (1992)

2 1995 VORTEX-95 Flat land Rasmussen et al. (1994)

3 1997 FASTEX Ocean Joly et al. (1997)

4 1998 Lake-ICE Lake Kristovich et al. (2000)

5 1999 MAP Complex terrain Bougeault et al. (2001)

6 2002 CRYSTAL-FACE Land/Ocean Jensen et al. (2004)

7 2002 IHOP Flat land Weckwerth et al. (2004)

8 2003 BAMEX Flat land Davis et al. (2004)

9 2005 RAINEX Ocean Houze et al. (2006)

10 2008 T-PARC Ocean Bell and Montgomery (2010)
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First, the momentum arm caused by the physical

separation of aircraft INS and radar antenna when

changes in aircraft altitude/pitch/heading are nonzero

produces a Doppler velocity bias that can be estimated

by knowing the time derivative of heading and pitch

(dH/dt and dP/dt; see Lee et al. 1994). A second effect of

turbulence is distortion of the airframe that introduces

both Doppler velocity and beam position errors, which

are rather difficult to quantify and thus can be treated

only as random errors in a statistical sense. Quantitative

critical values that can be used to exclude any turbulent

legs for navigation correction purpose have yet to be

found, which leads us to recommend that the calibration

legs be flown in a straight and smooth pattern. This

recommendation does not mean the algorithm will fail

whenever there is turbulence, and it is quite possible that

the GNCM might still work under light or even mod-

erate turbulence, but this is difficult to test analytically.

For the BAMEX and MAP cases, the raw, unedited

radar reflectivity and Doppler velocity were used in the

retrievals because only surface echoes were necessary.

However, the successful retrievals of navigation cor-

rections for the T-PARC case need editing of the clear-

air returns near the aircraft, because spurious echoes

caused by sidelobes, second-trip echoes, and low signal-

to-noise ratios have a tremendous effect on the perfor-

mance of the algorithm. It is found that only after careful

cleaning up of the clear-air returns near the aircraft does

the in situ cost function J3 function properly. This is not

surprising, since the minimization of a cost function is

prone to errors when the input data contain too much

noise and have some bias.

It should be pointed out that sophisticated, automatic

QC is not part of the GNCM algorithm, although simple

editing using a threshold of spectrum width or normal-

ized coherent power is included in the GNCM code.

Therefore, a careful editing of Doppler data near the

aircraft should first start with the automatic QC de-

veloped by Bell et al. (2013) with a ‘‘low’’ threshold to

keep as much weather echo as possible, followed by a

careful manual editing of all sweeps near the aircraft to

ensure the Doppler velocity is free of noise.

The retrieved navigation corrections with the as-

sumption of zero ground speed error for the three cases

from BAMEX, MAP, and T-PARC are shown in the

upper part of Table 6. The retrieved navigation correc-

tions are within the normal range of values that we

would expect based on past experiences. The effect of

navigation correction is demonstrated in the lower part

of Table 6 by the reduction of mean and STD between

the difference of radar andDTM-derived surface height,

surface velocity, as well as the difference between

single-Doppler velocities and projected in situ winds

on the radar beam near the aircraft (,1-km range)

and at low elevation angles (,658). As an example, a

sweep of single-Doppler velocity, which is approxi-

mately a vertical cross section from the MAP experi-

ment at 1710 UTC 15 September 1999, is shown in

Fig. 3 to demonstrate the effectiveness of navigation

correction. Notice the velocity of surface echoes in

Fig. 3b comes closer to zero in Fig. 3d (e.g., the gray

inside the 35-dBZ radar reflectivity contour) after

applying the correction factors. Also notice the small

rotation between uncorrected and corrected radar

TABLE 6. Retrieved navigation corrections for three cases from past field experiments (0252:00–0259:00 UTC 23 Jun 2003 during

BAMEX, 1700:00–1715:00 UTC 15 Sep 1999 during MAP, and 0239:00–0249:00 UTC 22 Sep 2008 during T-PARC). Also shown in the

lower part of the table are the mean and STD of DZSURF, VSURF, andDIN_SITU before and after the navigation correction was applied for

the three cases.

BAMEX MAP T-PARC

Tilt aft (8) 0.298 0.363 0.101

Tilt fore (8) 20.295 0.010 20.043

Rotation/roll aft (8) 21.247 22.556 20.125

Rotation/roll fore (8) 21.611 23.220 20.331

Pitch (8) 21.424 21.507 21.791

Heading/drift (8) 0.098 20.228 20.502

Range delay aft (m) 117.0 105.0 184.0

Range delay fore (m) 110.0 85.0 158.0

Dx (m) — 2764.0 —

Dy (m) — 2788.0 —

Dz (km) 0.063 0.117 20.017

Ground speed (m s21) — — —

Before / after correction

Mean (STD) of DZSURF (km) 0.076 (0.155) / 20.000 (0.057) 0.109 (0.818) / 0.028 (0.322) 0.104 (0.069) / 0.000 (0.045)

Mean (STD) of VSURF (m s21) 1.137 (0.954) / 0.001 (0.377) 1.164 (1.273) / 20.003 (0.697) —

Mean (STD) of DIN_SITU (m s21) — — 20.218 (1.184) / 20.075 (1.152)
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reflectivity (Figs. 3a and 3c) and the Doppler velocity

field (Figs. 3b and 3d). The difference in Doppler ve-

locity from applying the corrections is shown in Fig. 4.

The correction is range and azimuth dependent and

has a maximum magnitude of ;4ms21.

Similar to conclusions drawn from using synthetic

ELDORAdata in the previous section, the effectiveness

of using cost function J2 for the velocity constraint can

be seen when the mean (STD) of VSURF in Table 6

changed from 1.137 (0.954)m s21 to 0.001 (0.377)m s21

for the BAMEX case and from 1.164 (1.273)m s21

to 20.003 (0.697)m s21 for the MAP case after the re-

trieved correction factors were applied. The smaller

reduction of STD of VSURF in MAP is a result of com-

plex terrain as pointed out by GRH. As for the T-PARC

case where cost function J3 was employed instead of cost

function J2 for the velocity constraint, the mean (STD) of

DIN_SITU in Table 6 changed from 20.218 (1.184)ms21

to 20.075 (1.152) ms21. Notice the STD of DIN_SITU did

not decrease much after correction although the mean

of DIN_SITU did reduce to near zero.

Last, we compare the results of the GNCM with

published correction factors for a calibration leg from

the 1995 VORTEX (VORTEX-95; Rasmussen et al.

1994) field experiment described in BLW inTable 7. The

VORTEX-95 case provides a unique reference case

where correction factors using the THL, BLW, and

GNCM J11 J2 and J11 J3 methods can all be compared

because of extensive near-aircraft echoes and a flat,

nonmoving surface. By calculating the J1 1 J3 in a case

with a stationary surface, we can directly compare how

the GNCM performs without the surface velocity con-

straint against the BLW and THL reference solutions,

which are not both available in overocean cases. The

corrections are very similar, with the largest discrepancy

found using the J1 1 J3 cost function. The differences

between THL, BLW, and the J1 1 J2 methods are very

small and within the standard deviations of the THL

uncertainty presented in BLW (see their Table 6), with

the exception of the aft tilt correction, which is 0.38
larger. This discrepancy is likely due to the assumption

of zero ground speed error, which is estimated to be near

1.0m s21. The results using J1 1 J3 are quantitatively

similar, but with slightly larger tilt, a smaller rotation

angle, and smaller pitch corrections. If the BLW cor-

rection is considered to be closest to a ‘‘reference’’

FIG. 3. An example of uncorrected vs corrected ELDORA reflectivity and single-Doppler velocity at 1710:

00 UTC 15 Sep 1999 during MAP. (a) Uncorrected radar reflectivity, (b) uncorrected single-Doppler velocity,

(c) corrected radar reflectivity, and (d) corrected single-Doppler velocity. Light black boxes in all four panels are

used to show the horizon. Ground echoes over 35 dBZ in (b) and (d) are drawn as thin black contours.

FIG. 4. The difference field (m s21) between the corrected and

uncorrected single-Doppler velocity at 1710:00 UTC 15 Sep 1999

during MAP.
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solution, then the J1 1 J2 solution can be considered

superior to the J11 J3 solution, but both sets of navigation

corrections produce very similar dual-Doppler wind fields

without the need for the more complicated BLW pro-

cedure. These results further confirm the effectiveness of

theGNCMusing real data that gives comparable results to

the well-established BLW and THL correction methods.

The results also reaffirm that while J1 1 J3 can yield sat-

isfactory results, the J1 1 J2 cost function is recommended

if the nonmoving surface constraint is applicable.

5. Summary and discussion

A generalized navigation correction method (GNCM)

to retrieve airborne Doppler radar navigation errors

for all surface conditions is presented. The algorithm is

based on GRH and has the following improvements

compared with the original GRH method: 1) tilt correc-

tions for both fore and aft antennas are added and 2) roll/

rotation corrections for fore and aft antennas are sepa-

rated. The effectiveness of the GNCM is fully tested using

synthetic ELDORA data with prespecified navigation

errors. The tests confirmed a previous finding byTHL that

tilt, drift/heading, and aircraft ground speed errors form

an underdetermined system; therefore, closure assump-

tions have to be made to retrieve these three errors. Un-

like THL and the original GRH method, which assumed

zero tilt error, we propose to assume a zero ground speed

error, which is novel. Under the zero ground speed error

assumption, the method can accurately retrieve the other

navigation corrections, including tilt correction, even with

small actual ground speed errors. Given the recent im-

provements in GPS technology, the actual ground speed

error is expected to be very small and to continue to de-

crease in the future.

Another focus of this paper, which was not adequately

addressed in GRH, is the test of the effectiveness of

in situ cost function J3. In the original GRHmethod, the

surface height cost function J1, the surface velocity cost

function J2, and the in situ-cost function J3 were all used in

the retrievals of navigation corrections. Since both cost

functions J2 and J3 provide velocity constraints in the al-

gorithm, it is not necessary to include the in situ cost func-

tion J3 for airborne Doppler radar navigation correction

over a stationary surface.On the other hand, for navigation

correction over a moving surface, the surface velocity cost

function J2 cannot be applied and the in situ cost function

has to be included. Tests using synthetic ELDORA data

suggest that the cost function combinations J1 1 J2 and

J1 1 J3 provide satisfactory correction factors within the

accuracy of the algorithm that was established by GRH,

although in real cases it is always recommended that

J1 1 J2 be used for stationary surface because the po-

tential data quality and representativeness issues asso-

ciated with the Doppler velocities near the aircraft.

Another finding of this paper based on multiple tests

of the in situ cost function J3 using different thresholds of

distance from the aircraft and different elevation angles

of radar beams in different cases is that the algorithm

can be sensitive to variations in the local wind field

caused by horizontal and vertical winds shear. The tests

indicate that using data from close range (,1km) and

low-elevation angles (,658) is best as a general rec-

ommendation, but these limits can be more or less re-

strictive depending on the specific wind field near the

radar along the calibration leg.

Tests of the GNCM using real ELDORA data col-

lected from previous field projects were also performed.

Satisfactory results were readily obtained using raw

ELDORA data for cases over still surfaces with com-

plex terrain (e.g., data from MAP), or flat terrain (e.g.,

data from BAMEX). However, for cases over ocean,

where the surface velocity cannot be assumed to be zero,

the usage of the in situ cost function J3 is necessary and

TABLE 7. Retrieved navigation corrections for three methods from the 0057 UTC 8 May 1995 VORTEX-95 flight leg. THL and BLW

results are from Table 3 in BLW.

THL BLW GNCM J1 1 J2 GNCM J1 1 J3

Tilt aft (8) 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.8

Tilt fore (8) 20.2 20.3 20.2 20.7

Rotation/roll aft (8) 21.1 21.1 21.1 20.8

Rotation/roll fore (8) 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.5

Pitch (8) 21.5 21.4 21.4 21.7

Heading/drift (8) 20.2 20.1 0.0 0.0

Range delay aft (m) 170.0 170.0 155.0 158.0

Range delay fore (m) 175.0 175.0 139.0 147.0

Dx (m) — — — —

Dy (m) — — — —

Dz (km) 0.055 0.055 20.016 20.010

Ground speed (m s21) 0.8 1.0 — —
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needs careful consideration. First of all, there must be

enough radar returns near the aircraft so that enough

data points can be identified for calculation of cost

function J3. Second, and probably most importantly, the

radar data near the aircraft have to be edited properly so

that spurious second-trip echoes, sidelobes, and low

signal-to-noise ratios will not be included in the cal-

culation. This requirement warrants an automatic

data quality control algorithm for airborne Doppler

radar data, such as the algorithm using Solo (Oye et al.

1995) described by Bell et al. (2013). Tests using T-PARC

data showed that the in situ cost function could perform

properly only after cleanup of radar data near the aircraft.

One other possible failure mode of the algorithm is

when it has trouble identifying surface echoes correctly.

Since the method uses radar reflectivity and the gradient

of radar reflectivity along a radar beam to find surface

echoes, it might have trouble properly identifying sur-

face echoes when a strong storm extends all the way to

the ground near the aircraft. Normally surface echoes

would have single-Doppler velocity close to zero and

surface height close to DTM-derived height, while

weather echoes do not necessarily have near-zero ve-

locity close to DTM-derived heights. Fortunately, this

kind of problem is fairly easy to identify, since the al-

gorithm will produce outrageous values for navigation

correction factors when weather echoes are mistakenly

identified as surface echoes. However, this contingency

needs to be recognized by the user.

In summary, in this paper we have 1) developed a

generalized navigation correction method that works in

all surface conditions (stationary or moving, flat or

complex) with the tilt correction, 2) proposed a new

closure assumption (zero ground speed error) based on

improvedGPS technology and theoretical considerations,

and 3) evaluated the algorithm thoroughly in a variety of

circumstances using both synthetic and real ELDORA

data. In addition, the formulation of the generalized al-

gorithm is independent of platforms; therefore, it has the

potential of becoming a single algorithm for all future

airborne Doppler radar navigation correction needs.
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APPENDIX A

Parameter List for GNCM

xRAD, yRAD,

zRAD

Radar-derived x, y, and z, respectively,

in the Earth-relative coordinate system

Dx, Dy, Dz Corrections of xRAD, yRAD, zRAD,

respectively

n nth element of an array

hDTM DTM-derived surface height

NSURF Total number of surface gates

mSURF Weight of surface gates

VSURF Doppler velocity of surface gates

NNEAR Total number of gates close to radar and

at low-elevation angles

mNEAR Weight of gates close to radar and at low-

elevation angles

VNEAR Doppler velocity of the gates close to

radar and at low-elevation angles

P, DP Pitch angle and its correction, respectively

H, DH Heading angle and its correction,

respectively

df, Ddf Radar range delay and its correction for

the fore antenna, respectively

da, Dda Radar range delay and its correction for

the aft antenna, respectively

Tf, DTf Tilt angle and its correction for the fore

antenna, respectively

Ta, DTa Tilt and its correction for the aft antenna,

respectively

Rf, DRf Rotation angle and its correction for the

fore antenna, respectively

Ra, DRa Rotation and its correction for the aft

antenna, respectively

DV Aircraft ground speed correction

J1, J2, and J3 Surface height, surface velocity, and in

situ wind cost function, respectively

d1, d2, and d3 On/off switch (0 or 1) for cost functions

J1, J2, and J3, respectively

J The total cost function, which is the

normalized sum of d1J1 1 d2J2 1 d3J3

APPENDIX B

Synthetic Radar Dataset

This appendix provides a brief description of the

synthetic radar dataset used for testing Doppler

wind retrieval techniques. The wind field is composed

of a three-dimensional Beltrami flow of alternating

counterrotating vortices and updrafts. The wind field

satisfies mass continuity and is of a class of exact
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solutions to the incompressible Navier–Stokes equa-

tions. The flow is designed to qualitatively resemble a

field of deep moist cyclonic convective towers sur-

rounded by anticyclonic downdrafts. This particularwind

field was used by Shapiro (1993) to test and validate the

ARPS nonhydrostatic model, and by Shapiro et al. (2009)

to test a Doppler wind retrieval technique. The analytic

wind field is given by

u5U2
A

k2 1 l2
fLl cos[k(x2Ut)] sin[l(y2Vt)] sin(mz)1mk sin[k(x2Ut)] cos[l(y2Vt)] cos(mz)g exp(2yL2t)

(B1a)

y5V1
A

k2 1 l2
fLk sin[k(x2Ut)] cos[l(y2Vt)] sin(mz)2ml cos[k(x2Ut)] sin[l(y2Vt)] cos(mz)g exp(2yL2t)

(B1b)

w5A cos[k(x2Ut)] cos[l(y2Vt)] sin(mz)

3 exp(2yL2t) . (B1c)

The parameters used for this study were

A5U5V5 10m s21, m5 2p/(32 km),

k5 l5 2p/(16 km) , and L5 0:

ELDORA was virtually flown on a straight and level

south–north track;35km long and sampled the analytic

wind field defined by a Cartesian coordinate system

centered at 16.58N and 1488E. This is the approximate

location of the T-PARC/TCS08 dataset used for vali-

dation of automatic quality control procedures by Bell

et al. (2013) but was otherwise arbitrary. The sampled

reflectivity of the analytic wind field is given by

dBZ5 45 cosfk[x2Ut] cos[l(y2Vt)]

3 cos[m(z2 1000)/2g, (B2)

above the surface. This reflectivity distribution yields

high reflectivity columns in the updraft regions and low

reflectivity columns in the downdraft regions. The distri-

bution provides a reasonable way to mimic the effect of

deep convective echoes near the surface that could impact

the navigation correction algorithm. The terminal fall

speed of hydrometeors was neglected for this application.

The radar beam was modeled as a rectangular beam

with a 1.88 circular beamwidth with an identical rota-

tion rate of ELDORA. The average radial velocity

and reflectivity at each range gate were obtained by

subsampling the beam solid angle in small spherical

coordinate increments centered at the beam axis. Indi-

vidual ‘‘pulses’’ were therefore obtained from discrete

spatial locations within the beam as opposed to temporal

sampling of the entire radar volume. Pulses sampling the

surface were given a zero radial velocity and 50-dBZ

reflectivity. The final radial velocity was the power-

weighted average of the individual pulses. Inertial nav-

igation system errors were added to the aircraft data

depending on the specific tests described in the text.
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